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PERFORMANCE
The most common standard of VMD performance is still the 12 Tape Set by Sandia National Labs (SNL).
Requests for Proposals (RFP) that specify Video Motion Detection (VMD) usually contain language that
derives from the SNL tape tests, even though these tests were done in 1995! Sandia and other labs have
gone way beyond these early tapes, but they no longer publish tape libraries for testing. The original 12
tapes remain one of the best collections publicly available for comparing the performance of Video
Analytics or VMD.
A good system detects all reasonable targets, providing a maximum Probability of Detection (Pd) with a
minimum Nuisance Alarm Rate (NAR). Some Request for Proposals (RFPs) use the term False Alarm
Rate (FAR) or refer to a NAR/FAR rate.
The minimum Pd is usually specified in the RFP, but the target size, target contrast, and minimum and
maximum target velocity are not specified! These issues may not be clear at the time of release of the bid
but they become all-important by the time of site-acceptance testing. This is one of the main areas of
disagreement that arise between system integrators and end-users.
Some bids specify the Pd and NAR “standard” used in the Sandia National Labs tests. The SNL tapes
specify runners, walkers, crawlers, and a 1-foot square dummy as targets moving through a 100-foot wide
Field of View (FOV) at .15m/s. They have also tested different Field of Views (FOVs) up to 100-feet
wide where the target is as low as 1% of the FOV. The tests include target motion across the FOV
diagonally, directly towards the camera, and targets with low contrast clothing.
In many Israeli RFPs, the FOVs are much wider, and the requirements for target speed are much slower.
Although there is no formal specification, the FOV can be up to 300 feet wide and the crawler velocity as
low as 1/10 of the SNL tapes. This is because they need to detect very determined terrorists.
A third requirement standard resource is becoming available from the UK Home Office Scientific
Development Branch iLIDS program. This program is focused on Parked Vehicles, Abandoned Baggage,
Doorway Surveillance, and Sterile zone protection. They are not a testing agency but have developed a
variety of high-resolution clips that can be used to develop and evaluate different algorithms.
The following sections are meant to ward off some of the magical thinking we have heard from customers
regarding the abilities of these systems.
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DECLINATION of the SUN
All system integrators know not to point cameras directly East or West to avoid blinding the camera and
missing targets at sunrise and sunset. Some RFPs require all cameras to be placed such that they will
never be blinded by the sun for any day of the year.
To meet that requirement you must first know what direction you can point a camera and not pickup the
sun or reflections from the sun. This depends on the width of the camera angle, and the Declination of
the Sun for each site.
The declination of the sun is how many degrees East of North that the sun rises and sets. These values are
different for each degree of latitude.
To locate the declination of the sun for the location in question, go to
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/AltAz.html and use Form A for US cities and Form B for other
locations. Enter the location of the site and generate the table for the 21 st of June verifying that this is the
worst case by looking at the tables for each month.
Make a CAD drawing of the site and draw the maximum declinations for sunrise and sunset on the
drawing. Compare each camera FOV on the drawing with the two “keep out” lines and rotate the
cameras so they do not pickup the sun for all angles. Be aware that the wide zoom of PTZ cameras
cannot always meet these criteria. Using the CAD software, move the camera poles to cover the perimeter
using camera angles that do not view the sun in the worst case position.
The table below was generated for Boulder Colorado for 2005. The table confirms that the worst case is
on the solstice, June 21st, the longest day of the year. These numbers are almost identical for Newark,
New Jersey, both cities at N40 latitude.
Month

Sunrise Degrees
East of North
Jan
113
Feb
95
Mar
88
April
71
May
55
June
52
July
53
August 70
Sept
80
Oct
101
Nov
108
Dec
118

Sunset Degrees
East of North
253
259
278
289
305
306
303
288
271
264
248
243

Sunrise Delta
from East/West
+23
+5
-2
-19
-35
-38
-37
-20
-10
+11
+18
+28
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Sunset Delta
from East/West
-17
-11
+8
+19
+35
+36
+33
+18
+1
-6
-22
-27

LIGHTING
Consider a system that was designed with a combination of light and camera poles, where the lights have
been nearly co-sighted, offset by 10 vertical feet from the camera. This provides the lowest cost option
and is sometimes necessary to meet constraints at a site, but there are several problems with this
approach.
During the summer the lights attract bugs that swarm in front of the illuminators by the thousands each
hour. Birds (swallows and bats) are attracted to the swarms of bugs. Small hawks are attracted to the
swallows! The insects and birds are a huge source of nuisance alarms. Even a power indicator LED, or
the ring of LED’s around the lens of “bullet cameras” attract amazing numbers of flying insects in
summer months. Always separate the lights from the cameras as far as possible and use separate poles if
at all possible. The potential increase in cost is small compared to the increase in performance in
automated vision systems.
LIGHT PATH FROM BUGS
The (high intensity) light shines directly from the source to the bug and is reflected back to the camera.
The round trip may be less than 50 feet but is the same light intensity that is designed to light up a field of
view over 200 feet away, so the reflected light is extremely bright. This makes each bug look like a high
intensity white object, which is moving at an acceptable velocity, has the right size (because it is so
close), and moves more than the minimum distance. Bugs can produce approximately a thousand
nuisance alarm events per hour and they are usually worse at dusk, when sunlight is changing at the
highest rate.
LIGHT PATH FROM REFLECTIONS
Pole mounted lights cause another problem even when the camera is pointed down to “miss the direct
light”. When it rains, the rain forms puddles and the light reflects from these water puddles back into the
camera. When it is raining hard, or the wind blows, the puddles develop ripples which cause moving high
intensity light to go into the VMD resulting in a higher NAR. The best solution is illumination from the
side rather than from above, but this is not always possible. Many sites use good drainage and pea gravel
to lesson the development of puddles, but if the area to be covered is a plowed road, this is not always
possible.
SYSTEMS WITH GOOD LIGHTING
Next consider a system with the cameras on 21foot poles looking down a perimeter with the FOV
starting at a width of 80 meters and ending at 180
meters. Consider a lighting system that lights the
perimeter using several 3’ high light poles
providing illumination perpendicular to the FOV,
close to the ground, where the closest light in the
FOV is 80 meters away from the camera. This is
the system shown as a still frame above, and on
video on the main page of our website at
www.dvmd.com. The nuisance alarm rate of this
system is no higher at night than during the day
and the Pd is even over the entire FOV.
EVEN ILLUMINATION
Outdoor lighting varies over more than 10 orders of magnitude from full sun at noon, to an overcast
moonless night. Most Auto Iris lens compensate for 5-6 decades of this range, when there is enough light
to work with. The minimum illumination required depends on the LUX value of the camera, and the
speed of the lens. Watch these specifications carefully because you need enough light to generate 1Vpp
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of video from each camera. Some nighttime lighting is usually required to provide 24-hour security. The
lights can be florescent, incandescent, sodium, or infrared illuminators. Other lighting systems use gated
laser illuminators with special night vision sensors or light intensifiers. Be aware that direct light can
cause a blooming effect in these devices.
After the intensity of illumination is solved, the second most important issue is how even the illumination
is in each camera view. Even illumination means that the intensity of the “bright” areas is no more than 5
times higher than the intensity in “dark” areas. The goal is to eliminate dark areas. Dark areas (compared
to the lighter areas) in the FOV allow intruders to move more easily without being detected. Extended
Dynamic Range cameras can help a lot here, but even lighting is important for these cameras as well.
Ideally you should measure light intensity from the illuminators on a cloudy night with no moon. Use a
photographic LUX meter on top of a yardstick and measure the light intensity on a regular grid. We
recommend pointing the light meter towards the ground to avoid reading ambient light. Take time to
graph the illumination profile and see what the worst case illumination ratio actually is. In most cases
you will be surprised how un-even the night time lighting is, and will need to add lights or re-direct lights
until the lighting is even.
Several companies specialize in lighting, keeping the cost low while insuring that the illumination is even
over the entire area. GE and other lighting suppliers provide software that allows illumination designers
to see the predicted illumination levels for area lighting. These programs allow you to see what will
happen as you add lights, increase the intensity of the lights, or change the direction of individual lights
over an area.
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FIXED PERIMETER
Physical orientation of fixed cameras around
perimeter:
 Set camera poles every 100m.
 Start the near FOV at 80m
 End the far FOV at 180m.
 User Varifocal lenses 6-60m
Please note:
 Each FOV covers the “next” camera
pole around the perimeter.
 Consistent FOVs provide good size
targets in near and far FOV.
 Use the “corner gate” scheme (at right)
to handle entry areas and gates into the
compound.
 Use side-illumination of the fence line to avoid auto iris shutdown.
 Provides consistent VMD performance for each zone with fewest cameras.
Every 3 to 4 fixed cameras (300-400 meters) are usually “backed up” by a Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) camera
that is capable of zooming in on each zone, providing close up views of a target for assessment.
Our Application Program Interface (API) allows the target coordinates from each fixed camera to be
polled. When a target is detected, these coordinates can be used to point the PTZ camera at that location
using a transfer function for Pan/Tilt/Zoom into “PTZ space”. The video can be put up on a monitor in
front of the operator from both the fixed and PTZ camera within 1 second of the alarm. Additionally,
using equipment supplied by Radiant, each PTZ camera can have VMD on each of 10 presets, with
unique settings and masks.
When the operator employs the Joystick to move the camera in manual mode, the host computer can send
commands to the VMD on the PTZ to go into “Operator Assist” mode. In this mode the VMD waits until
the camera quits moving, then loads generic settings without a mask. The VMD then assists the operator
by finding motion, drawing a box around the target, and alarming even if the operator is busy with other
operations.
User assist mode is available for Pelco “D” protocols, and the VMD can work as a master (running the
sequencer and coordinating the presets with the masks and settings), or as a slave (listening only to host
commands), or in automatic mode where commands from another driver are given precedence over the
sequencer.
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WHEN VMDs FAIL
All VMDs fail in some outdoor environments. When the target contrast is very low, and the target
velocity is very low, some scenes cause the NAR to exceed acceptable limits.
SCENES THAT DEGRADE VMD PERFORMANCE
 Snow. Most snow has low levels of variance and can be similar to hard rain in terms of variance.
These types of scenes usually do not cause high NAR. However large individual slow moving
flakes of snow against a dark background causes most VMDs to alarm when set to acceptable Pd
settings.
 Steam. Steam or shadows from steam in FOV, have very high amounts of contrast and can move
intermittently becoming nearly impossible to overcome at high sensitivity settings.
 Ultra Slow targets. The SNL tapes use targets that move at .15m/S, but some applications
require locating targets moving as slow as .015m/S. This is referred to as the “moving rock
problem”. These targets can be detected by reducing the Background Learn rate. However, a
low background learn rate can cause adverse side affects if the ambient scene is changing.
 Excessive Camera Motion. Radiant’s VMD can accept a lot of camera motion, but there is a
limit. Very tall and skinny poles that are not sufficiently rigid may need stabilization. See
products from Ovation or Dynapel.
 Water. Water running down the camera housing cover can cause rivulets that reflect light into
the camera and cause Nuisance Alarms. Fabricate and install rain shields on outside domes and
fixed camera housings.
 Reflected light inside train tunnels. The headlights from a train reflect from every wall and
metal surface as the train goes by. These reflections are moving, growing or diminishing in
intensity and velocity. It is difficult to ignore these high-energy targets while detecting low
contrast crawlers. It is also very difficult to ignore trains as they move through the station.
Usually these areas must be masked from the FOV or the VMD must have the alarms suppressed.
Some indoor applications can be a house of mirrors, and moving lights are reflected from an
amazing number of surfaces.
 Headlights. If there are to be vehicles moving near the FOV, you must test the VMD at night to
insure the number of alarms is manageable. Indirect headlights, or headlights sweeping through
the area can be removed as transients, but most headlights cause high-energy targets and will
cause alarms. The security people may need to know that there were vehicles near the site at
night, or the site may be near a road and alarms from traffic render the NAR too high to be
acceptable.
 Vegetation in Thermal Cameras. One of the most difficult applications is using an Infrared
camera over vegetation during the hot part of an August afternoon, where the target and the
background are both approximately 98 degrees F. The target contrast from the background can
be <3 luma levels, and the size of the target can be as low as a single cell when using wide angle
lenses or long fields of view. Vegetation is much cooler (read dark in IR) than the ground and
can have >40 luma levels difference in contrast. The problem occurs when the wind blows.
Entire areas of cool dark vegetation looks like it is moving and generate high NAR. At night the
same settings can detect a slow crawler at >400 meters. Some sites have solved this problem by
removing or masking all vegetation, or covering the FOVs with pea gravel. One site formed a
20' wide and 10’ tall inner perimeter out of Rip-Rap (large diameter rocks). At some point while
crossing the rip-rap the intruder always contrasted with the rocks.
 Cameras over water. Waves or chop in Field of View cause similar patterns to the vegetation
example. Sometimes the RFP requires detection of 4 man rafts over water. If the system must be
fully automated, mask water areas.
 Birds. Consider the northern Italian villages near Turin. How many pigeons do you think will
be in 80 percent of the camera views? They are easy to ignore at some ranges, and speeds, but
fall into acceptable target range many times.
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TRACKING
As you can see from the previous section, most VMDs and “video analytics” eventually fail, depending
on the scene. The consequences of a VMD failing is:
 The DVR captures more video than usual
 The operators must contend with high NAR on certain cameras during some parts of the day
WHEN TRACKERS FAIL
What happens when a tracker fails? By now you know that it will. Think of the consequences of failure
in tracking applications. Are they acceptable? For instance:
 In an indoor tracking application (distance learning) the system includes pressure mats that are
positive indicators that the professor is “standing behind the podium” or “in front of the white
board”. It may be that the “tracking system” agrees with the information from these other
sensors, but when they disagree, which sensor are you going to trust?
 A closed loop single PTZ tracker may lock on the target with a high degree of confidence. The
track lock information indicates an intruder. However, the target moves and blends into the
background. (Think of a low light, low contrast target in bad weather, not the targets you see in
brightly lit demo tapes). Most dual mode trackers use coorelators as one of the two tracking
indicators. If this algorithm is allowed to learn part of the background it begins to learn the
background is part of the target. This is because the system must attempt to segment the target
from the background and boundary followers are notorious for failing as the contrast is reduced.
This phenomenon can cause the PTZ to begin tracking the background instead of the target, and
in worst case simply wandering aimlessly.
 All trackers must decide how to handle a “lost target”, and most simply use a software indicator
to stop tracking and begin searching for the target in ever expanding radii. The rules of reacquisition are quite different than the rules for tracking. One tracker we tested tracked a semitrailer truck for over a kilometer then the truck disappeared behind some trees. The tracker lost
track, started searching in a larger and larger search radius, and finally found a rectangular shaped
billboard nearby! The tracker reacquired the “target”, and locked on! Can you change the rules
for target re-acquisition?
 Consider when one camera in a fixed array around a perimeter has detected a target. Recall the
illumination section above and consider the quality of that information. Within one second the
tracking PTZ is slewed into position with no mask and generic settings loaded. The VMD from
the fixed target indicates two targets and the VMD from the PTZ indicates one target. Which
zoom level do you use? Zoom in too much and you miss the second target. Zoom out to see both
and you do not have as much resolution. Rule: Never let your operator miss a target.
 Trackers that rely on coorelators can track airplanes in the sky very successfully. We have seen
demos of products that can track each 747 that leaves an airport for many miles, needing only a
few extremely low contrast pixels to stay on target. If you test this type of tracker using outdoor
security cameras do you expect it to work?
 Moving platform trackers (helicopters) need to lock onto cars that must be tracked for hundreds
of miles. This is tough on the tracker and the operator, because a lot of cars pass in multi-lane
traffic that look identical, so breaking track and re-acquiring cannot be left to the machine. These
trackers fail after dark when the road lights turn on and create an on and off intensity pattern as
the car goes under the lights.
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TWO CAMERA TRACKING: 1 FIXED & 1 PTZ
A fixed camera may be used to view an area. The target coordinates from the Video Processor are polled
and the coordinates are used to control a PTZ camera to track moving targets. Several System Integrators
are doing this for security applications and one OEM for “distance learning”. There are a few issues to
note:
 For indoor tracking, the target persistence can be reduced by moving the Noise Filter down and
further improved by changes in the Advanced Settings tab.
 Be prepared to spend time registering the fixed and the PTZ camera positions.
 Make both the fixed and the PTZ camera mounts permanent. You will want the home position to be
very consistent so when the PTZ is replaced the system does not need to be re-registered.
TWO CAMERA TRACKING: BOTH PTZ
Two PTZs can be used to extend the target range by a factor of ten. A host program must suspend alarms,
and move the PTZ to position through the API commands. After the first PTZ is moved to position, the
VMD is commanded to learn the new scene, which takes about 1 second. The host polls the first PTZ for
target coordinates, similar to the fixed camera application. The second, or “tracking”, PTZ is moved to
the coordinates of the target. This technique takes advantage of the ability to learn the new scene in the
first PTZ in 1 second. The target can be handed off from one PTZ to the other in a Ping-Pong fashion.
The registration problem is simplified if both PTZs are the same model, and have the same home position.
Consider using factors of two in relative PTZ coordinates to get the system working quickly.
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COMBINING SENSORS
HIGH SECURITY PERIMETERS
Most high security installations use a combination
of VMD with fence sensors, or radars. Some use
double fence structures to insure that blowing
debris does not cause nuisance alarms or present
opportunities for intruders to work with windblown weeds. At least one border has 80 miles of
double fences and pea gravel with cameras every
100 meters.
In high security applications the Pd and NAR of the
system can be changed dynamically by using one
of two approaches to handling the alarms from each
sensor:
“AND the alarms.” In this situation the host looks
for an alarm from any sensor, and starts a user
defined timer when the first sensor goes into alarm.
The event is logged, and the video from the
cameras is recorded at full frame rate and full resolution if the alarm comes from the VMD. The host
polls for a second alarm from the microwave or fence sensor during the user-set time interval. If two
alarms occur, a “system level” alarm requiring operator intervention and acknowledgement is generated.
The strength of this system is that any one sensor can cause nuisance alarms without generating a lot of
alarms for the operator. The wind may affect the fence sensor, but not the VMD, or snow may affect the
VMD but not the fence sensor.
“OR the alarms” In this situation the sensors are all processed independently. The host forwards all
alarms directly to the operator for acknowledgement. This is a tougher system to penetrate, but it is also a
tougher system to manage because the NAR is the combination of all the sensors, and on bad nights that
can overwhelm the operators.
Obviously the system can change from an “AND” based rules to an “OR” based rules depending on the
alert level at the site by host software.
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MICROWAVE
Microwave sensors provide volume coverage.
The transmitter and the receiver must overlap
to insure that there is no way to crawl under
the beam near each device. The transmitter
and receiver must be mounted on poles, and
the height of the beam at the lowest point
must be higher than an intruder can jump
over, using a person on all fours as a jumpingoff position.
FENCE SENSORS
Fence Sensor technology includes taut-wire,
coax, fiber, and twisted magnetic. The proper
installation varies by technology. The picture
at right shows the concept for fiber based
systems. There are many kinds of fence
sensors, some work better than others in
windy conditions or with a broken fence pole.
It may be best to talk with the test wing at
Eglin AFB for test reports from the various
fence sensors they have tested.

EQUIPMENT FAILURES
Many times over the past 5 years, Radiant has
seen system integrators test products in the lab, write drivers around the products and integrate them into
their command control GUI only to find out that regardless of the amount of preliminary testing they do,
the system fails when installed at customer sites. This is usually because the customer environment is
tougher than anyone anticipates. This problem happens to everyone, even the most experienced system
designers. The products work well in the initial tests used to qualify the equipment, but not at the end-user
site. It is not always possible to meet end-user expectations for all cameras.
Equipment must be installed outdoors in conditions similar to the end-user sites. International companies
can have sites in 10 states and 10 countries. The job of the system integrator is to test the system in realworld situations. Mount equipment outdoors, mount it on different infrastructures and beat it into
submission over a 3 to 12 month period. Learn where it works well and where it fails. Decide if the
customer can accept the Pd and NAR before you bid.
ENVIRONMENTAL
One IR camera manufacturer had problems with the environmental seal. This has caused their camera to
fail in the rain and during high humidity. Pulling the camera down from the building or camera pole cost
the end-user a lot of time and money. Then the replacement camera was mounted, and communications
re-established.

LENS CLEANING
Blowing dust in desert conditions (Mid-East) coats the lenses with dirt. There are two choices: Automatic
and Manual cleaning of the lens cover. Housings with windshield wipers require cleaning fluid to be
12

dispensed by a pump. These cause maintenance problems. If the wiper is used without fluid the glass
gets scratched and must be replaced. Periodic manual cleaning of the lens may be preferable.
HIGH TEMPERATURE
High temperature conditions are encountered
frequently. The temperature of the outdoor
equipment can rise to above 65C inside
enclosures. The lifetime of most security
systems is around 5 years, or longer. The
picture at right shows a Camera JBOX that
protects for ESD and surge, provides a 15
amp breaker, powers the 12VDC camera,
charges the batteries, provides local GFCI
power at the pole, powers the fiber optic
transceivers, and is sized to keep a PTZ
camera fully functional for 4 hours. All of the
components in this JBOX are rated to work
continuously at 75C. In addition the Video
Processor works in extended temperature
ranges, and boots (within 2 seconds) after being cooled for 2 hours in dry ice. Each Video Processor is
tested to 170F before potting, and one in ten are tested at 180F after potting.
BATTERIES
Most systems require operation for a specified
number of hours after the AC power goes out.
During main power outage, the system must
continue to work on battery backup. This
requires a temperature compensated battery
charger and low voltage disconnect (LVD)
circuit.
Have you ever noticed that the life time of the
batteries in your system are never even close the
lifetime that the battery manufacturer claims it
should be? There is a reason for this. The most
common error is to over charge gel cell batteries.
Look more carefully at the charge voltage versus
temperature curve for the exact battery you are
using, and compare it to the “temperature
compensated battery chargers” that are
commercially available. Almost all are set for
“Cycle Use” voltages, not “Standby Use”. This
difference is important. Remember “If the
battery is ever over charged, there is a one-way
valve that discharges the gases from the battery
so the case does not explode.”
Once this gas is discharged it is gone forever,
and is not available for the chemical reaction
cycle that allows the battery to be recharged to the same level. A single over charge can significantly
reduce the life of a battery, and continuous overcharging will reduce the life of a battery by more than
13

half. Charging to a lover voltage increases the battery life, but reduces the amp-hours that can be
delivered from a single battery. A fixed camera requires less backup current than a PTZ camera due to
the Pan/Tilt motors. Adding a second battery option for only the PTZ cameras lowers overall costs by
reducing periodic maintenance and down time.
Discharging a battery past the manufacturer’s recommended voltage severely reduces battery life. Most
systems have a low voltage discharge (LVD) protection circuit that disconnects the battery after it
discharges to a specific voltage level. Verify that the LVD cuts off at the correct voltage for your specific
battery type.
Note that the difference in battery voltage between full charge (at high temperature) and the low voltage
disconnect voltage may be 2.4 volts. This relatively small change in the battery voltage during the
discharge cycle clarifies the need for more battery capacity. Batteries are cheap if their lifetime is long.
Battery chargers should have a “bulk charge” mode which charges at a maximum current and minimizes
the charge time, and a “float mode” that must be correct for the battery type and the temperature. They
must also be able to pump the maximum current into a dead short, and not overheat or fail. They must
also protect from over voltage if the terminal voltage exceeds a maximum value for any reason.
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MORE SERIOUS DIFFICULTIES
DIFFICUTLY USING THERMAL CAMERAS WITH VMD
One thermal camera that has been shipping for several years re-calibrates every frame. However the DSP
algorithm introduces large step changes in intensity of the image every few frames! This camera may be
acceptable for humans to watch on a video monitor but an automated video analyzer must “learn” that this
step function is a part of the background. This means that that video from that camera has a much higher
variance or standard deviation than a camera with a smooth transfer function. The change in the
background should be slow compared to the slowest crawler. To see the errors in histograms or in auto
iris lens drives, record the video and play it at fast forward and look for stability over time 10 second
intervals at fast forward rates. Pulsing or fluctuations in the scene is bad news.
The DSP code developer allowed the user to determine what areas of the scene to include in the autocalibration. However, as the area is reduced, the maximum intensity of the video was also reduced! This
put both the system integrator and the end-user in a “no win” situation.
Also, when the area included in the histogram calculation included a target the histogram changed as the
target moved! Please realize that the video processor MUST detect targets that differ from the
background by several Luma Levels and changes in the iris, AGC or histogram will drastically reduce the
effective sensitivity of the VMD. Again, validate the cameras exhaustively before installing them at
customer sites.
Micro-Bolometer Cameras
The Signal/Noise ratio of a Infrared camera is high compared to a day/night camera or color camera. This
fact enables you to reduce gain on cooler days and at night. The DVMD cannot detect a human target
from the background as the background temperature goes up towards 98 degrees. This is a well known
“white-on-white” situation. A good rule of thumb for summer operation is to use the Infrared camera
except from 10AM to 4PM (approximately) and use the Day/Night/Color camera during the hottest time
of the day.
Cameras that use a Micro-Bolometer can have a very long persistence due to two effect that both increase
persistence:
1. Within the sensor the sensing elements seem to detect an increase in emissivity quickly but once the
target is removed the sensor does not return to the background level quickly. I.E. it “persists” to detect the
target even when the target is no longer there.
2. The target physically warms the air or ground as it goes through the scene. The warmed area is detected
as an extension to the target. People are familiar with effect because it can be seen on a monitor when a
footprint is outlined with a quickly decreasing thermal signature. The DVMD detects much lower thermal
deviations than a human. It continues to detect the thermal effects after the target traverses a position. To
reduce the “trailing edge” of the target motion region (so the detection boxes are not so large) you can
increase the Background Limiter to 75. This allows the DVMD to “learn the scene” as background more
quickly. The Background Limiter = 75 is only appropriate for micro-bolometer and other highpersistence cameras. Usually the range of this setting is 1-10 for day/night and color cameras.
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FLIR PTZ-50
For micro-bolometer sensors (E.G. FLIR PTZ-50) change the ManagerNET605 settings to:
1. Difference Gain = 2
2. Background Filter = 5
3. Background Limiter = 75
4. Min Move = 1
5. Min Velocity =1
REDUCING NAR WITH INFRARED CAMERAS
Several sites were reporting an unacceptably high Nuisance Alarm Rate (NAR) from a variety of sources
including “hot rocks”, vegetation, and the walls of various buildings.
The main way to reduce NAR is to reduce differential gain. There is a limit. The Difference Gain must
not be too low or targets will not be detected. The Factory Settings Difference Gain is 4. Every reduction
of “1” in this variable results in a factor of “2” reduction in Difference Gain.
Turn DIFFERENCE GAIN down to “2” and the DVMD will still detect targets at all but the longest
distance (walkers at 350 yards with a 50mm lens). Go lower if you can reliably detect targets at “1”.
This reduction in Difference Gain reduces NAR quite a bit. We set the Difference Gain at 2 for all
cameras and all presets. (that is 1/4 the gain of the Default Values that we use for day/night cameras)
Pd WORST CASE
In order to detect the longest range and slowest moving small targets you may be forced to set Min Move
and Min Velocity to 0 on certain presets. This will increase NAR in those Fields of View. Mask as much
of the FOV as possible with a solid mask. In other areas use “Venetian Blind”, “Checker-Board”, or
“Vertical Bar” shaped masks to lower NAR even with these two discriminators disabled.
DETECTING CARS THROUGH FENCE
Traffic on a roadway must sometimes be viewed through a fence. The fence can be surrounded by razor
wire, contain many microwave sensors, and may be re-enforced with horizontal cross bars. The fence has
the effect of breaking the pixels from the target in horizontal bands. We refer to this as a “Venetian
Blind” effect. Venetian Blinds break the motion lines into bands that are alternately ON and OFF. In one
case each band was 3 cells high and many cells wide. The default Horizontal Aspect Ratio=6 caused the
VMD to miss the car because the componentizer is not able to jump the gap between the horizontal bars
of the target. In these situations increase the Horizontal Aspect Ratio to 20:1 in the Advanced Tab. After
that adjustment the DVMD should reliably pick up cars, trucks, Golf carts, and walkers on the far side of
the fence.
DIFFICULTY USING SOME AUTOIRIS CAMERAS WITH VMD
One system integrator installed over 40 Auto-Iris Cameras to find out that the auto iris lens oscillates, at
all but the lowest light levels. This is a camera from a world-class manufacturer that won the "New
Product Award" and the auto-iris oscillates! The designers used an op amp to drive the iris, and
apparently did not realize that you must isolate the amp from reactive loads. We added a 27-ohm resistor
in series to the IRIS coil and introduced an R/L time constant (LAG) which stabilized the auto iris servo
loop. When I mentioned this catastrophe to a project manager from a different system integrator he said
“I had the exact same problem with xx cameras back in 1996 in Saudi - never used them again”.
Again, test each component of the system in your lab and then test outside for several months before you
ship to an end user. Radiant provides environmental chamber testing for all of our customers, or you may
contract with a local HALT-HASS tester if you are in extreme environments. If the environment is tough,
you must test and verify. Your reputation is on the line.
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DIFFICULTY DURING DUSTSTORMS DUE TO ESD
Blowing dust carries charged particles with it. The tribo-electric effect is alive and well and builds up
charges in cameras and domes mounted on poles during dust storms. One well known dome
manufacturer had to replace the block cameras in their domes for hundreds of units that were delivered to
the mid-east for outdoor use. They had passed CE mark by using Transient Voltage Suppressors (TVS)
correctly in their design. However, the dust storms in the Mid-East are severe and can cause surges on the
AC lines (lightning induced voltage surges on the AC lines) with currents that exceed the TVS ratings.
Think black charred PCBs. In that situation a Gas Discharge Tube (GTS) across Line to Chassis and
Neutral to Chassis stopped these surge currents. When a 25,000 amp GTS conducts, it is all or nothing,
so this approach takes out the inline fuse, but (hopefully) protects the equipment. Add the cost of the
camera, the fiber optic transceivers (double for dual-loop systems), and any other equipment that may be
getting power from the JBOX and the cost goes up quickly.
TOUGHER ESD/SURGE PROBLEMS MAY REQUIRE FULL ISOLATION
Over the years several customers have called to complain that the DVMD product was “forgetting its’
settings”. They are in flash and the usual remedy was to replace the Video Processor inside the product.
If that failed to fix the problem we resorted to increasing the grounding of the BNC shield to a lowimpedance point. Eventually we encountered this problem inside a DVMD14. Two of the 14 channels
were being affected but the other 12 channels were not. The two in question were connected to long coax
runs to the cameras that were routed through some areas that included industrial lighting. The customer
had tried several commercial products to reduce the noise and surge on the COAX lines. These products
were all simple chokes and seemed to help. One test of back-to-back baluns seemed to work best but still
the problem persisted. We finally recommended a full isolation transformer for each video input.
Isolating a video signal requires a rather wide bandwidth transformer. The low end of the frequency
spectrum is a 60/50 HZ signal for the vertical sync in the NTSC/PAL video. There is a line-rate signal at
approximately 15KHZ. Further up the spectrum is the color carrier at 3.56/4.4MHZ. The luma frequency
content ranges up to 5MHZ for the highest frequency in the pass-band. So a 50HZ to 5MHZ bandwidth
with -3dB points below and above requires a larger and more expensive solution. One VB-1BB ISOMAX transformer (made by Jensen Transformers Inc.) were installed on each video input for these two
channels. The problem was immediately resolved and even now, after more than 6 months, we have not
had a reoccurrence.
EARTH GROUND
Boulder is a small Colorado town that has had
Boulder Creek flowing through it for thousands
of years. Over time the stream has meandered
all over the area that now houses the high tech
businesses here. A company that builds
satellites noticed problems with the sensitive
electronics in assembly areas. To ground their
buildings they had followed code and driven
large copper rods down into the ground. They
assumed that these rods would provide a good
ground. However, in one case, they found
large differences in ground potential from one
assembly area to the next and became
Radiant is located about ¼ mile below the
suspicious that their earth grounds were not
really connected. They contracted with a
Flatirons.
company that specializes in EMI and RFI
measurements, and found that the ground between two copper poles separated by only 20 feet was over
several kilo-ohms during the dry season! That is because the copper rods were driven into the old creek17

bed rocks, which were actually great insulators. This is also true for many desert areas, and affects
grounding systems for camera poles.
If you have non-isolated RS422 systems that fail intermittently it may be due to the earth ground
connections. The common mode voltage range of a RS422/RS485 transceiver is only +12V to -7V.
Tying grounds together may cause ground loops in small conductor copper from just transformer leakage
currents. Tying ground together works well for small camera transformers, but is a bad idea when there is
rotating 3 phase motors, or arc welders being powered from the 440VAC mains in heavy industrial sites.
You can isolate the RS422 data links, or you can use a Ground Resistance Tester such as Cole Parmer
EW-27446-02 to find and fix the problem. Isolation is much less expensive, but
sometimes a 3” wide x ¼” thick ground bar around a site is required.
Be aware that some sites will assume you know about safe standoff distances and grounding
requirements. Military sites with RF or radar or power utility sites may require the system integrator to
drive 1” diameter copper rods down 3-10 feet and use 1” copper braid ground straps. Power substations
and switching areas may have a ground plane buried 2’ underneath the surface that must be connected to
the grounds of your security equipment, with all grounds measuring <10 ohms to the ground plane.
See more pictures of Boulder at: http://www.ci.boulder.co.us/openspace/nature/gallery.htm.

CAMERA POLE AND CAMERA TOWER STABILITY CRITERA
After site surveys a question often arises regarding camera poles and towers: “How much deflection can
the VMD withstand and still provide a sufficiently high Pd and NAR to provide protection”?
The following situation is typical:






A dual camera arrangement must be used on a single pan/tilt unit.
One IR and one day/night cameras have 100 mm lenses with 6 degree FOV
The site has a 50-year mean maximum wind speed of approximately 90 mph.
The site has a 40 MPH typical wind speed during stormy weather.
The VMD shall have minimum degradation of Pd and NAR at 40 MPH.

A synopsis of the challenges for the system designer follows:
 The towers, camera(s) and the Pan/Tilt mounting mechanism are subject to high and variable
wind loads.
 The worst case wind gusts can exceed 120 MPH
 The cameras, with non-spherical shapes, would spin off strong, high frequency vortexes that can
cause severe camera shake.
 As the lens focal length grows longer the acceptable deflection grows smaller.
 Wind loads increase as the square of the velocity.
 The deflection of a tower goes up as the cube of the height. This means as the height doubles the
deflection goes up by a factor of 8.
 Costs rise as the height and rigidity of the tower rises.
A synopsis of the challenges to the VMD vendor:
 The VMD Algorithm must adapt to quite a bit of vibration.
 This VMD performance must degrade gracefully as camera motion increases.
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Sandia did a study for a European base regarding the maximum deflection for visibly detecting targets.
The study calculated and measured the tower sway with special instrumentation. The calculations are
dependent upon the resolution of the focal plane and the optical FOV. For a 320x240, 6 deg. HFOV they
calculated the tower sway required to achieve no more than a 3-4 pixel shift in the imagery, in either the
image vertical or horizontal direction. They found that for a 40-foot tower, the deflection must be no
more than a quarter-inch in a 50 MPH wind.
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The Sandia assumptions are summarized as follows:
 a 6 deg horizontal FOV
 A 320 x 240 sensor
 3-4 pixels is “acceptable” which is approximately 3.2 pixels
 3.2 pixels is 1/100 of the 320 wide FOV
 This is 1/100 of the FOV or 1/100 of 6 Degrees (H) or .06 degrees
 The displacement is therefore +/- .03 degrees
A quick analysis follows:
 Define theta, the angle of the tower angle to the ground, as 90 degrees
 Define Delta Theta as displacement angle due to wind. I.E. the total angle is Theta (90 Degrees)
+/- Delta Theta (.03 Degrees).
 Assume the angle between the camera and tower is fixed at 90 degrees
 If Delta Theta is +/- .03 degrees, Tan Delta Theta is .0005236.
 Tan Theta is the ratio of Opposite/Adjacent
 The 40 Foot tower height is the “Adjacent” side of the right triangle.
 The displacement is the “Opposite” side of the right triangle.
 The maximum displacement= +/- .0005236 * 40 ft * 12 in/ft = +/- 0.25 in.

This is a tough spec to hold at 40 MPH (!) The cameras will need video stabilizers if they need reliable
VMD operation at these wind velocities.
The answer is compounded by vortices that are shed from complex camera housings, and pivot points
between the camera housing and the PTZ base. These cause high frequency oscillations to occur, while
the overall pole frequency (think inverted pendulum with mass and spring constant) may be in the sub20

hertz range. Both cause deflection. At some point the wind will cause the VMD to be non-usable, but
short of mounting the camera on the tower and monitoring the results, I have no way to estimate the
outcome of a specific design.
Several companies are making the cameras inside nearly spherical (or streamlined shaped) housings to
reduce the vortex. As technology matures the VMD will have built-in video stabilization. We developed
a software program that stabilizes from 30 hertz down to 1/8 hertz up to plus/minus 50 pixels. You can
see the result on our website of a VMD with and without a stabilizer. See Before and After Video
Stabilizer at http://dvmd.com/videos.
CAMERA TOWER OSCILLATION PERIOD
Although cameras can be mounted on poles, towers, or pre-stressed concrete and steel poles to achieve
sufficient physical stability the requirements for ground radars are much more stringent.
A radar tower also specifies the tower oscillation period in seconds. The period has to be LONG
compared to the radar sweep rate. Since a long range radar sweep rate can be as long as 8 seconds the
towers are very rigid and mounted in tons of concrete (especially in sandy soils) to slow the swing rate.
Typically the towers are 10x14 feet rectangles for a 30 foot tower with a huge concrete base. Large mass
is needed to drive the tower period into the range of 60 seconds or longer.
As mentioned above, wind vortices spinning off the structures can cause havoc with cameras. It is such a
serious problem for radar that they typically mount the radar in a spherical radome. The wind hits the
same spherical surface from all directions, reducing the effects from wind.
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CAMERA TOWERS
Many sites no longer use “camera poles”. They are being replaced with “three-legged” towers with
diagonal cross-bracing like the one in this photo from a Google Images “camera tower” search.
TRIANGULAR TOWER
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US BORDER PATROL TOWER

Pinto wash is beyond tower with Mexico on the far side. Signal Mountain is in the background.
3D CAD VIEWER
AutoCad provides a free 3D DWF viewer at: http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/item?
id=3023925&siteID=123112&GP=IL13872
This viewer is important to view 3D site models. The difference between AutoCAD 2D and 3D in
security applications is huge. Both systems allow camera placements and fields of view to be designed
and documented, but the 3D system allows the user to “see” what the camera will see, with a 3D person
in the Field of View. This allows us to answer questions of “will there be blockage by that light pole”, or
“Is the angle with the perimeter fence too narrow”, or “can we see the feet of a person at the near FOV
and the head of a 6’ person at the far FOV”?
Some of the site models that we have worked with in the past are noted below. These range from
installations at very high to very low security installations, and each model can be modified to meet
similar site requirements.
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OTHER RESOURCES
NSCA Systems Integrator CD & Installer classes.
Air Force Sub Contractors: SF-151 & Eglin AFB test results
Army Sub Contractors: See the following series of 4 documents by the Army Corp of EngineersHuntsville, AL.
TM-5-853-1 - Security Engineering Project Development
TM-5-853-2 - Security Engineering Concept Design
TM-5-853-3 - Security Engineering Final Design
TM-5-853-4 - Security Engineering Electronic Security Systems
European Integrators: See List of British Qualified Security Equipment. Talk to the people that publish
the list and look for equipment that have been listed for several years in a row.
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